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Introduction

Key capabilities – Our people

- Top specialists in combating serious crime and terrorism
- Every major EU national law enforcement agency
- Centre of EU expertise
- Best 100+ criminal analysts
- Unique concept of the Liaison Officers’ network

2 million EU law enforcement officers
25 key third countries and organisations
STRATEGIC ROADMAP TOWARDS VISION & GOALS OF STRATEGY 2010 - 2014
Europol moves on a planned 5 year path, implementing strategic objectives in support of overall Vision and Goals.

Current Situation 2009:
- Europol ready to become an EU Agency
- Unique capabilities but unrealised potential

Projection 2014: EUROPOL a key part of the European Security Architecture

Stockholm Programme

Strategic Impact

- Operational coordination within integrated architecture
- Common methodology (ECIM)
- Strategic assessments
  - OCTA
  - Regional assessments
  - Top 100
Coordination of Operational Action in the EU

- Europol as the EU's principle coordination centre
- Increased multidisciplinary law enforcement cooperation
- Increase of Information Management Capabilities “One Stop Shop”
- Strengthen Europol’s support to other initiatives
- Ensuring effective coordination at EU level
- 19 Specialised Analysis Projects at Europol

Conclusions

- EU Support Centre for Law Enforcement Operations
- EU Criminal Information Hub (24/7)
- EU Centre for Law Enforcement Expertise
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